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Purpose: To develop and evaluate a free breathing non-electrocardiograph
(ECG) myocardial T1 * mapping sequence using radial imaging to quantify the
changes in myocardial T1 * between rest and exercise (T1 *reactivity ) in exercise
cardiac MRI (Ex-CMR).
Methods: A free-running T1 * sequence was developed using a saturation
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pulse followed by three Look-Locker inversion-recovery experiments. Each
Look-Locker continuously acquired data as radial trajectory using a low
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flip-angle spoiled gradient-echo readout. Self-navigation was performed with a
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on the recorded electrocardiogram signal using an empirical model. Multiple
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temporal resolution of ∼100 ms for retrospectively extracting respiratory motion.
The mid-diastole phase for every cardiac cycle was retrospectively detected
measurements were performed to obtain mean value to reduce effects from
the free-breathing acquisition. Finally, data acquired at both mid-diastole and
end-expiration are picked and reconstructed by a low-rank plus sparsity constraint algorithm. The performance of this sequence was evaluated by simulations, phantoms, and in vivo studies at rest and after physiological exercise.
Results: Numerical simulation demonstrated that changes in T1 * are related to
the changes in T1 ; however, other factors such as breathing motion could influence T1 * measurements. Phantom T1 * values measured using free-running T1 *
mapping sequence had good correlation with spin-echo T1 values and was insensitive to heart rate. In the Ex-CMR study, the measured T1 * reactivity was 10%
immediately after exercise and declined over time.
Conclusion: The free-running T1 * mapping sequence allows free-breathing
non-ECG quantification of changes in myocardial T1 * with physiological exercise. Although, absolute myocardial T1 * value is sensitive to various confounders
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such as B1 and B0 inhomogeneity, quantification of its change may be useful in
revealing myocardial tissue properties with exercise.
KEYWORDS

exercise cardiovascular MRI, myocardial T1 * mapping, myocardial tissue characterization,
stress

1

I N T RO DU CT ION

Cardiac MR (CMR) myocardial perfusion imaging provides diagnostic and prognostic information in patients
with coronary artery disease.1–6 CMR myocardial perfusion sequences are collected during first-pass infusion of a
gadolinium-based contrast agent at rest and during infusion of a pharmacological stress agent. There have been
recent studies demonstrating the potential of T1 reactivity, defined as the difference in native T1 times between
rest and stress, as a marker of ischemia.7–9 A stress T1
mapping imaging protocol for ischemia assessment could
potentially eliminate the need for gadolinium injection in
patients. Myocardial perfusion or stress T1 mapping are
always acquired with pharmacological stress agents. However, current guidelines advise physiological exercise as the
method of choice for stress imaging in heart disease.10,11
Over the past two decades, there have been advances in
exercise CMR (Ex-CMR) as an alternative approach to
study cardiovascular disease.10,12–15 In a pilot study, our
group demonstrates that exercise CMR with T1 mapping,
collected immediately after exercise on a supine ergometer, has the potential to distinguish between ischemic and
healthy myocardium.8 However, myocardial tissue characterization after exercise is challenging due to rapid changes
in heart rate and respiratory motion. Therefore, there is
an unmet need to further refine and develop improved
myocardial tissue mapping techniques that are tailored to
Ex-CMR.
Myocardial tissue abnormalities can be detected via
different MR tissue parameters such as T1 , T2 , T2 *, T1 p, and
magnetization transfer (MT).16 For each tissue property,
there are numerous available pulse sequences with different levels of accuracy, precision, and reproducibility.17
However, available mapping sequences are designed for
imaging at rest and are not specific to stress imaging.
In previous pharmacological stress T1 mapping studies,
ShMOLLI and MOLLI sequences have been used with
acceptable image quality. In comparison with pharmacological stress tissue mapping, Ex-CMR stress tissue mapping is considerably more challenging due to higher and
variable heart rates and respiratory motion. In our previous study, we used a free-breathing slice-interleaved T1
mapping sequence. Although this sequence enables good

spatial coverage with through-plane motion correction via
navigator tracking, we had to exclude several segments
or slices due to low image quality. Several sequences,18,19
such as multitasking,20 TOPAZ21 and MR fingerprinting,22 continuously acquire data across several cardiac
cycles. Although some of these approaches alleviate the
dependency of accurate in-line electrocardiograph (ECG)
triggering and breath-holding compared to conventional
T1 mapping sequence by retrospectively reconstructing
T1 -weighted image at each cardiac cycle, their potential
for Ex-CMR needs further optimization and investigation.
Therefore, there is a need for a more customized imaging sequence for myocardial tissue characterization after
exercise.
In this study, we sought to develop and evaluate a
free-running sequence to quantify apparent myocardial T1
(T1 *) in response to physiological exercise through numerical simulations, phantoms, and human studies at rest and
during exercise.

2

METHODS

All MR imaging was performed on a 3T scanner (MAGNETOM Vida; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)
equipped with an 18-channel body and a 32-channel spine
coil. All in-vivo experiments were Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant and approved by
the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center Institutional
Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained
from each subject prior to imaging. Numerical simulation,
reconstruction, motion correction, fitting, and data analysis were performed using MATLAB 2018b (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA).

2.1

Free-running T1 * sequence

Figure 1 depicts the sequence diagram of the proposed
free-running T1 * sequence, beginning with a saturation pulse to reset the longitudinal magnetization (M z )
of the whole heart and three successive Look-Locker
inversion-recovery experiments. Each Look-Locker experiment continuously acquired fixed golden-angle radial
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FIGURE 1
Sequence scheme of the proposed free-running cardiac T1 * mapping sequence (Free-running T1 *). The proposed sequence
consists of a saturation pulse, followed by three inversion-recovery Look-Locker experiments using continuous radial acquisition with
golden-angle sampling pattern. Every inversion-recovery Look-Locker experiment acquires a fixed number of radial lines (i.e., 1500–1600)
using a low flip-angle gradient-echo sequence within a period of ∼4.5 s to drive the longitudinal magnetization to the steady-state before the
next one. Every 30th radial sampling (in red color) is performed in the kz direction (kx = ky = 0) to capture the through-plane movement of
the heart. The temporal resolution of self-navigation is ∼100 ms. The ECG signal is recorded during the acquisition to retrospectively calculate
the mid-diastolic timing (T Trigger ). Radial lines acquired at the mid-diastolic cardiac and end-expiratory phases are selected to reconstruct
T1 -weighted images. The duration of saturation- and inversion-recovery times (T SAT and T INV ) of T1 -weighted images are labeled in the figure

lines across several cardiac cycles using a low flip-angle
spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) readout. The number of
radial lines was determined based on the numerical simulation to drive M z to the steady-state (M ss ) after each
Look-Locker. The saturated M z before the first inversion and M ss before the last two inversions can be
(
(
))
expressed as Mz (TSAT ) = Mss 1 − exp −TSAT∕T1∗ , where
the saturation-recovery time (T SAT ) is defined as the period
between saturation pulse and inversion pulse. In this
study, T SAT is 0 for the first Look-Locker and infinity for the
last two Look-Lockers, respectively. Without considering
the efficiency of saturation and inversion pulses, the evolution of M z during each Look-Locker can be formulated
as
{
[
(
(
))]
(
)}
Mz (t) = Mss 1 − 1 + 1 − exp −TSAT∕T1∗
exp −t∕T1∗
(1)
where t is inversion-recovery time (T INV ), which is the
period between the inversion pulse and the center of its
subsequent T1 -weighted image. T1 * is a function of the TR,
{
}−1
flip angle (𝜃), and T1 : T∗1 = 1∕T1 − 1∕TR ln[cos(𝜃)] .
Every 30th line was collected in the Kz direction
to sample the self-navigation signal with a temporal
resolution of ∼100 ms. ECG signal was synchronized
with data acquisition and recorded for retrospective
calculation of mid-diastolic timing. Typical sequence
parameters were: FOV = 200 × 200 mm2 , in-plane resolution = 1.8 × 1.8 mm2 , thickness = 8 mm, complex
data points per radial spoke (two-fold oversampling) = 224, TR/TE/flip angle = 2.9 ms/1.03 ms/4◦ ,

bandwidth = 850 Hz/pixel, partial echo = 0.76, Gaussian
excitation pulse, adiabatic BIR-4 saturation (RF pulse:
5.1 ms; crusher gradient: 6.3 ms) and tan/tanh inversion
pulses (RF pulse: 2.6 ms; crusher gradient: 9 ms). The
radial line angles were distributed over 360◦ at an increment of 111.25◦ . Every Look-Locker experiment acquires
1500–1600 spokes during a period of ∼4.5 s. A non-rigid
algorithm was used to correct for motion among in-vivo
T1 -weighted images.23

2.2

Image reconstruction

Supporting Information Figure S1, which is available
online shows steps for retrospective detection of cardiac and respiratory motion. On the recorded ECG signal with the R peak, an empirical model was used to
calculate the delay between the R-wave and the start
of diastole on each cardiac cycle.24 The self-navigation
readouts were first Fourier transformed coil-by-coil into
projections of the heart in the through-plane direction
and concatenated together as a 2D matrix (Supporting
Information Figure S1C). Principal component analysis was applied along the coil direction to extract all
principal components (PCs). According to previous studies,25 the principal component with a peak frequency
between 0.1 and 1 Hz was selected for the respiratory signal. Finally, the normalized respiratory signal
was equally divided into five bins from expiration to
inspiration.

4
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After detection of respiratory and cardiac motion,
radial lines acquired at the mid-diastolic and
end-expiration phase were selected to reconstruct
T1 -weighted images. The number of radial lines per image
ranged from 20 to 70, depending on the heart rate, to
minimize artifacts. Reconstruction was performed using a
low rank plus sparsity constraint method (LRS),26 where
the spatial–temporal correlation among the T1 -weighted
images was exploited. Specifically, T1 -weighted images
were represented as a Casorati matrix P(N × M), the first
direction being the vectorized TI image frame, and the
second direction representing the contrast dimension. The
T1 -weighted image series P(N × M) were normalized with
the maximum pixel intensity. The Casorati matrix should
be low-rank, and the low-rank property was enforced
using an explicit rank constraint by setting rank(P) ≤ L. In
this study, the rank was set to 4 according to the singular
value curve from the singular value decomposition of P.
The matrix factorization of P was performed as P = UV,
where the columns of U(N × L) and rows of V(L × M)
spanned the spatial and temporal subspace. Principal
component analysis was used to estimate the temporal
subspace with the central k-space region used as training data, and selected according to the Nyquist rule.27,28
Then, the reconstruction problem was formulated as:
̂ = argmin(‖d − Fnu S(UV)‖22 + λ1 ⋅ ‖TV1 (U)‖1 + λ2 ⋅
U
‖TV2 (U)‖1 ), where d is the measured multi-coil k-space
data, Fnu is the NUFFT operator, S denotes the coil sensitivity maps, TV1 and TV2 is the spatial and temporal
total-variation operator, λ1 and λ2 are the regularization
parameters which were manually optimized as 0.01 and
̂ the Casorati
0.001 in this study. With the estimated U,
̂ = UV
̂ to obtain the
matrix can be reconstructed using P
T1 -weighted images.26

with increments of 100 ms. The number of radial lines
acquired in each Look-Locker experiment was calculated
by rounding down the acquisition period divided by the
TR. Reference M ss was obtained from the simulated M z
of the proposed sequence with a long continuous acquisition period of 15 s. The simulation was repeated with 6%
increases in the T1 to simulate myocardial T1 reactivity
during stress.8,9
We also performed simulations to study the correlation between T1 *reactivity and T1 reactivity. The simulated
T1 ranged from 1000 ms to 2000 ms, with increments of
100 ms. Each simulation was repeated by increasing T1
from 1% to 10% at increments of 1% to simulate T1 reactivity after stress. All other parameters were identical to those
used in the above simulation, with the exception that the
acquisition period for each Look-Locker was ∼4.5 s.
The variation in T1 * due to tidal respiration was also
explored using simulation. First, the displacement of the
diaphragm was ranged from 11 mm to 30 mm in steps of
1 mm. The length of the respiratory cycle was drawn from
a Gaussian distribution with mean = 3 s and SD = 0.5 s.
Second, the cycle length of respiration was increased from
1.5 s to 6 s with an increment of 0.5 s. The displacement
of the diaphragm was drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with mean = 14 ms and SD = 3 mm.30 The imaging parameters for Free-running T1 * sequence were the same as those
used in the above simulation. Other parameters for simulation were: thickness = 8 mm, tracking factor = 0.6,31 heart
rate = 60 bpm, T1 = 1500 ms, inspiratory-to-expiratory
time ratio = 2/5. For each amplitude or cycle, free-running
T1 * was performed 1000 times by varying the starting
phase of respiration. The mean T1 * for every 10 measurements was calculated.

2.4
2.3

Phantom experiments

Numerical simulations

In the two-parameter signal model of free-running T1 *
(Equation 1), the M Z right before the inversion pulses
of the last two Look-Locker experiments (M INV2,3 − ) is
assumed to reach M SS . However, when a long Look-Locker
acquisition period is impractical, the recovered M INV2,3 − is
mainly determined by the Look-Locker period. Differences
between M INV2,3 − and M SS may lead to estimation errors
in T1 *reactivity . We first performed simulations to investigate
the duration of the Look-Locker continuous acquisition
on T1 *reactivity . Bloch equation simulations were performed
with the following parameters: TR = 2.9 ms, flip angle = 4◦ ,
B1 scale = 0.7,29 ideal saturation and inversion pulse,
and heart rate = 60 bpm. The acquisition period for one
Look-Locker ranged from 2.5 s to 6.5 s with increments
of 0.5 s. Simulated T1 ranged from 1000 ms to 2000 ms

We performed phantom experiments to study (a) T1 * measurement accuracy using inversion-recovery spin-echo as
a reference standard and (b) to investigate how changes in
heart rate can influence T1 * measurements.
Nine phantom vials with T1 values ranging
from 400 to 1700 ms were used.32,33 The reference
T1 times of all phantom vials were measured by
inversion-recovery spin-echo (IR-SE) with the following
parameters: FOV = 200 × 200 mm2 , in-plane resolution = 0.8 × 0.8 mm2 , thickness = 8 mm, TE = 8.0 ms, and
TR = 10 s. Fourteen images were acquired after inversion with delay times ranging from 100 ms to 3000 ms. A
three-parameter inversion-recovery fitting model was used
to reconstruct the pixel-wise T1 map. We also measured
reference T2 using Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill spin-echo
sequence with the same parameters as those of the IR-SE
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sequence except TE ranged from 8.5 ms to 68 ms in the
acquisition of eight T2 -weighted images.
Free-running T1 * performed T1 * mapping at three
slices with a slice gap of 16 mm. For each slice,
free-running T1 * was repeated 10 times for 10 T1 * measurements. Measurements at the three slices were performed
in an interleaved fashion. Vendor B0 and B1 shimming
techniques were used. Other free-running T1 * imaging
parameters were the same as those previously detailed.
For the free-running T1 *, first, at the simulated heart
rate of 60 bpm, the T1 -weighted image was reconstructed
using the different number of radial lines to study the
influence from the undersampled data on the T1 *. The
number of lines ranged from 20 to 80 with an increment of
10. Second, T1 -weighed images of different measurements
were reconstructed at a simulated heart rate of 60 bpm.
The number of spokes was 60. Third, T1 -weighted images
were reconstructed at different heart rates. For each given
simulated heart rate, heart rates for cardiac cycles of the
proposed sequence were varied by adding random variates
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean = 0 bpm
and SD = 5 bpm.

2.5

In-vivo T1 * imaging at rest

We first investigated the performance of free-running T1 *
at rest on 9 healthy subjects (4 males, age 25 ± 3 y) and 13
patients (4 males, age 57 ± 9 y). Patients were referred for a
clinical CMR exam with different indications. Supporting
Information Tables S2 and S3 summarize subject characteristics. For each subject, free-running T1 * was performed
at three left-ventricle slices (i.e., base, mid, and apical)
in the short-axis view. Free-running T1 * was repeated 10
times for each slice to assess measurement repeatability.

T1 * measurements at different left ventricle locations were
performed in an interleaved fashion to keep the same temporal resolution. The imaging parameters were the same
as those used in phantom experiments.
Second, we investigated the impact of the
through-plane movement of the heart during the
free-breathing imaging on the T1 *. Additional nine
patients (seven males, age 64 ± 19 y) were scanned by
the proposed Free-running T1 * mapping sequence under
free-breathing and breath-holding manner with the same
imaging parameters as those used in the above in-vivo
experiments. The breath-holding scan was only performed
one time for each slice.

2.6

In-vivo T1 * imaging with exercise

We studied the feasibility of measuring T1 *reactivity on five
healthy subjects (two males, age 25 ± 5 y) using exercise
stress. Due to COVID-19 restrictions on imaging with exercise in an MR environment, we were not able to recruit
additional subjects. Figure 2 shows the imaging protocol for quantifying dynamic changes in myocardial T1 * in
response to exercise. Prior to exercise, two rest scans were
collected (labeled 1st rest and 2nd rest). Exercise stress
was performed twice (1st Exercise and 2nd Exercise). After
the first exercise, free-running T1 * data were collected four
times (Post-exercise 1st-4th). The interval between scans
was ∼1 min. In each scan, the T1 * of a mid-ventricular slice
was measured 10 times. Other imaging parameters were
the same as those detailed in the above patient studies. The
interval between the two exercises was 10 min.
Multiple T1 * measurements were performed at rest
and stress to obtain their mean T1 * (i.e., T1∗ post-stress
and T1∗ rest ) to reduce effects from the free-breathing

FIGURE 2
Ex-CMR protocol for measuring dynamic changes in myocardial T1 * between rest and stress. Two-dimensional T1 * is
measured by the proposed free-running T1 * mapping sequence. The mean myocardial T1 * across multiple measurements at rest and stress is
used to calculate T1 *reactivity to reduce effects from the free-breathing acquisition. For assessing T1 *reactivity at numerous left-ventricle slices,
multiple T1 * measurements are performed in an interleaved fashion across slices
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acquisition. T1 *reactivity was then calculated using the following equation:
T1∗ reactivity % =

T1∗ post-stress − T1∗ rest
T1∗ rest

× 100

(2)

The exercise was performed using an MR-compatible
supine bicycle ergometer (Lode B.V., Groningen, The
Netherlands). The bicycle ergometer was attached to the
end of the scan table such that the subject could exercise
while lying flat on their back but outside the magnet. After
completion of the rest scan, the table slid the subject out
of the magnet to begin exercise. Subjects pedaled for up to
10 min at increasing resistance. Ergometer exercise started
at 25 W (or 50 W for reasonably fit subjects) and the workload increased in increments of 25 W until a strenuous
workload was achieved. Upon completion of the exercise
protocol, the table slid the subject back into the magnet to
resume post-exercise scans.

2.6.1

Data analysis

On phantom maps, a region of interest was drawn on
each vial to calculate the mean and SD. T1 * times from
the second slice, as obtained by Free-running T1 *, were
compared with reference values. The correlation between
reference T1 and T1 * values from Free-running T1 * was
explored using linear regression analysis. The coefficient
of variation was calculated.
For in-vivo T1 * maps at rest, the septum, and boundaries of endocardium and epicardium were manually segmented for calculation of mean and SD of T1 * from the
septum and LV myocardium. Range and inter-quartile
range (IQR) were calculated to evaluate Free-running T1 *
variation among the 10 measurements of each slice.
For in-vivo studies with exercise stress, only the septum
was segmented. Septum T1 *reactivity was then calculated for
each exercise scan with respect to two rest scans.

3
3.1

R E S U LTS
Numerical simulations

Figure 3A shows M INV2,3 − as the percentage of the reference M ss for one Look-Locker experiment across different
acquisition periods. M INV2,3 − can reach >96% of M ss
when the acquisition period is equal or larger than 4.5 s.
Figure 3B shows T1 *reactivity with respect to 6% increases
in the simulated T1 across different acquisition periods
for one Look-Locker. Compared to T1 *reactivity during

an acquisition period of 15 s (Reference), the average
underestimation of T1 *reactivity with an acquisition period
of 4.5 s was 0.19 ± 0.07%. Therefore, in this study, the
acquisition period for each Look-Locker experiment was
approximately 4.5 s.
Figure 3C shows T1 *reactivity with respect to different
percentage increases in the simulated T1 (ΔT1 ). T1 *reactivity
could reveal changes in T1 with underestimation. This
underestimation is related to the T1 value. For example, if
the simulated T1 has a 6% increase, the T1 *reactivity is 4.10%
when T1 = 1000 ms, and 2.85% when T1 = 2000 ms. Furthermore, the underestimation in T1 *reactivity is related to
the percentage of T1 increase. For example, if the simulated
T1 = 1500 ms, the T1 *reactivity is 0.58% for a 1% increase and
5.56% for a 10% increase.
Figure 3D, E illustrate the T1 * for myocardium T1 of
1500 ms measured by changing diaphragm displacement
and respiratory cycle length. Measured T1 * was increased
along with the depth of breathing. The T1 * bias was 2.95%
when the simulated displacement of the diaphragm had
a two-fold increase (e.g., from 14 mm to 30 mm). T1 * was
decreased when breathing was rapid since rapid breathing frequently moved imaging slice in and out the RF
excitation region.

3.2

Phantom experiments

Supporting Information Table S1 lists reference T1 and T2 ,
and T1 * by free-running T1 * for a heart rate of 60 bpm. Linear regression results show that T1 * from free-running had
good correlation with IR-SE T1 (R2 = 0.98).
Figure 4A shows the mean and SD of T1 * across
10 measurements for a simulated heart rate of 60 bpm.
Figure 4B shows the results of heart-rate sensitive studies. In both two figures, T1 * was nearly constant across
different measurements and simulated heart rates.
In Figure 4C, when spokes increased from 20 to 80,
the coefficient of variation for all vials decreased from
2.64% to 1.63%, and the overall coefficient of variation
was less than 3%. In this study, we used 20 to 70 spokes
for T1 -weighted image reconstruction to adapt the cardiac cycle length, which ensures an acquisition window
smaller than 210 ms.

3.3

In vivo experiments

All subjects were successfully scanned by Free-running
T1 *. In healthy subjects and patients, the number of
spokes per T1 -weighted image was 60 and 62, respectively; the number of T1 -weighted images for T1 * maps
was ∼10. Heart rates, the number of T1 -weighted images,
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(B)

(D)

(C)

(E)

FIGURE 3
Numerical simulation results. A, Percentage of the longitudinal magnetization before the last two inversion pulses
(M INV2,3 − ) with respect to the reference of steady-state magnetization (M ss ). Reference M ss is driven by continuous acquisition over 15 s. B,
T1 * reactivity with respect to 6% increases in the simulated T1 across different acquisition periods during one Look-Locker experiment. In
this study, the acquisition period of every Look-locker experiment was ∼4.5 s. C, T1 * reactivity by free-running T1 * with respect to different
increasing percentages of the simulated T1 (ΔT1 ). D, E, T1 * of simulated myocardial T1 (1500 ms) measured by the proposed sequence under
different breathing patterns. (D) was performed with a 3 s respiratory cycle, while (E) was performed with a 14 mm diaphragm displacement

(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 4
Phantom T1 * measured by free-running T1 *. A, Different measurements under a simulated heart rate of 60 bpm. B,
Different simulated heart rates. C, Different radial lines for T1 -weighted image reconstruction (heart rate = 60 bpm). Mean and SD for the T1 *
of each phantom vial are depicted. Reference T1 values measured by inversion-recovery spin-echo (IR-SE) are shown

and the average spokes per image for each healthy subject
and patient are summarized in Supporting Information
Tables S2 and S3.
Figure 5A indicates the T1 -weighted images for one
T1 * measurement using LRS reconstruction. Figures 5B
and 6 show representative T1 * maps from one healthy

subject and one patient. Visually, T1 * was homogeneously
distributed over the LV myocardium on T1 * maps.
Supporting Information Figures S2, S3, and Table S4
compares LV and septum T1 * of all healthy subjects. The
SD of LV was 67 ± 13 ms. The corresponding SD of septum
T1 * was 46 ± 8 ms (p = 0.42). In Supporting Information
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 5
A, T1 -weighted images by Free-running T1 * for one measurement. T1 -weighted images with red endocardial contour were
picked out by self-navigation for T1 * map building as shown in (B) with a red box. B, Representative T1 * maps for the base, middle, and apical
slices from one healthy subject. T1 * maps for 10 measurements are shown. Manually delineated epi- and endocardium (red), and septum
(white) are shown

FIGURE 6
Representative T1 * maps of one patient with mitral regurgitation. Ten measurements of each slice are shown. Left-ventricle
and septum T1 * was 1017 ± 31 ms and 998 ± 15 ms.

Table S5, the range and IQR of each slice’s 10 LV T1 *
measurements across all volunteers were 139 ± 59 ms and
62 ± 25 ms, respectively. The corresponding range and IQR
of septum T1 * were 140 ± 61 ms and 67 ± 38 ms.
Supporting Information Figures S4 and S5 show the
LV and septum T1 * values from three slices in all patients.
The mean SD of LV and septum was 72 ± 13 ms and

52 ± 11 ms, respectively. Supporting Information Table S5
lists mean range and IQR values of 10 T1 * measurements of each slice across all patients. Mean range and
IQR values for 10 LV T1 * measurements were 137 ± 49 ms
and 63 ± 20 ms, respectively. The corresponding range and
IQR for septum T1 * were 124 ± 50 ms and 60 ± 28 ms,
respectively.

GUO et al.

Visually, T1 * maps by the proposed sequence under
free-breathing fashion had comparable image quality to
those acquired under breathing holding (Figure 7A).
Left-ventricle and septal myocardium T1 * measured under
free-breathing had 27 ± 22 ms and 21 ± 22 ms increase
compared to breath-holding (All p < 0.05), respectively
(Figure 7B). The corresponding percentage of increase was
3.1 ± 2.6% and 2.4 ± 2.5% (Figure 7C).
Figure 8 shows T1 * maps for two subjects who
underwent Ex-CMR. The heart rate was 70 ± 17 bpm
during rest, 100 ± 33 bpm, 87 ± 24 bpm, 85 ± 21 bpm and
83 ± 20 bpm for the four scans after the 1st exercise, and
92 ± 24 bpm during the 2nd exercise. Figure 9A and Table 1
show that the average septum T1 * was 887 ± 14 ms and
901 ± 21 ms from two rest scans. Following the 1st exercise, the mean T1 * of four scans across all healthy subjects
(N = 5) was 983 ± 35 ms, 946 ± 22 ms, 917 ± 24 ms, and
920 ± 27 ms. After the 2nd exercise, the mean septum T1 *
was 972 ± 64 ms. The SD of the septum T1 * was 55 ± 15 ms
and 47 ± 9 ms at rest, and 62 ± 14 ms, 51 ± 7 ms, 51 ± 7 ms,
54 ± 5 ms for the four scans following the 1st exercise, and
58 ± 5 ms after the 2nd exercise. After exercise, except the

(A)
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first scan, the mean range and IQR of 10 T1 * measurements
of each post-exercise scan were close to these of the scans
at rest (Supporting Information Table S6).
In Figure 9B and Table 1, mean T1 *reactivity values
for each of the four scans after the 1st exercise were
10.9 ± 3.9%, 6.7 ± 2.6%, 3.5 ± 1.4%, 3.8 ± 1.9% with a baseline T1 * from the 1st rest scan, and 9.2 ± 3.5%, 5.1 ± 2.8%,
1.9 ± 0.8%, 2.2 ± 0.7% with a baseline T1 * from the 2nd
rest scan. The mean T1 *reactivity for the 2nd exercise was
9.2 ± 5.5% and 7.2 ± 5% with respect to the two rest scans,
respectively.

4

DISCUSSION

In this study, we proposed and evaluated a 2D free-running
T1 * mapping sequence for quantification of myocardial
T1 * in response to an external provocation such as
physiological exercise. Phantom T1 * values measured by
free-running T1 * were insensitive to heart rate and had
a good correlation with IR-SE T1 . In non-stress in-vivo
experiments, T1 * from the proposed sequence had a

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 7
Comparison of T1 * by the proposed Free-running T1 * mapping sequence under free-breathing (FB) and breath-holding
(BH) respiratory compensation. A, Examples of T1 * maps for two patients. B, T1 * from whole left-ventricle and septal myocardium measured
under two respiratory compensations. C, The increase in T1 * under free-breathing compared to breathing-holding. The P-values of the
student’s t-test between FB and BH are labeled. Box and whisker plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles, and ranges
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FIGURE 8
Representative rest and post-exercise T1 * maps from two subjects. Below each subfigure, the septum T1 * and heart rate
(HR) is listed. Septum T1 * and heart rate were elevated after exercise, and gradually decreased

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 9
Mean septum T1 * (A) and corresponding T1 *reactivity (B) for all five subjects. T1 *reactivity was calculated with baseline T1 *
from two rest scans (1st and 2nd). Box and whisker plots show the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and ranges for all measurements

smaller IQR among measurements. In stress/rest studies, T1 *reactivity was larger during the first scan after exercise and gradually reduced throughout the post-exercise
period.
At the beginning of free-running T1 *, a saturation pulse
was used to set the initial M z to zero such that T1 * could
be fitted by a two-parameter model. Alternatively, a fitting
model with three unknowns (T1 *, M ss , M init ) is required.
Reducing the unknowns in the fitting model helps reduce
effects from random noise.34,35 Additionally, the number of
samplings for T1 * fitting could also be reduced to shorten
the imaging time for one T1 * measurement. In this study,
dedicated adiabatic saturation and inversion pulses for
myocardial T1 mapping were used to alleviate the effect
of inadequate preparation to facilitate the application of
two-parameter fitting model.36
For the proposed free-running sequence, respiratory
motion periodically moved the targeted LV slice out of
the exciting region of a continuous readout, resulting in

T1 * bias since the recovery of M z in the targeted slice is
governed by a mixture of T1 (outside the excited region)
and T1 * (inside the excited region). Expectedly, T1 * across
multiple measures fell within a range due to the random
effects of respiratory motion. Hence, the range and IQR
of multiple T1 * measurements could be used to assess the
influence of respiratory motion roughly. Our in-vivo experiments show that the range and IQR across multiple T1 *
measurements post-exercise were not significantly larger
than those at rest, suggesting that the bias in T1 * due to
free-breathing acquisition is almost equal at rest and stress,
and could be accounted by numerous measurements as
adopted in this study.
Although heart rate does not influence T1 *, it has
two effects on the image quality of free-running T1 *
maps. Free-running T1 * selects radial lines at the diastolic
phase using an adaptive window according to the subject’s heart rate to alleviate cardiac motion and heart-rate
variation. Spokes for T1 -weighted images are decreased
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TA B L E 1
T1 * and T1 *reactivity for
five healthy subjects in Ex-CMR
experiments

Subject Rest

T1 * (ms)

1

2

1

2

3

4

1

1

900

904

962

944

924

920

1003

2

903

933

1004

946

957

963

1043

3

872

883

941

917

895

896

897

4

883

903

1030

978

910

922

945

5

878

880

982

945

903

901

-

887/14 901/21 984/35

946/22 918/24 920/27 972/64

1

-

0.4

6.9

5

2.7

2.2

11.4

2

-

3.3

11.3

4.8

6

6.7

15.6

3

-

1.3

7.6

5.1

2.6

2.7

2.8

4

-

2.3

16.7

10.8

3.1

4.5

7

5

-

0.2

11.9

7.6

2.9

2.7

-

-

1.5/1.3 10.9/3.9 6.7/2.6 3.5/1.4 3.8/1.9 9.2/5.5

1

−0.4

-

6.4

4.5

2.2

1.7

10.9

2

−3.3

-

7.7

1.5

2.6

3.3

11.8

3

−1.3

-

6.3

3.9

1.4

1.5

1.6

4

−2.3

-

14.1

8.3

0.7

2.1

4.6

5

−0.2

-

11.6

7.3

2.6

2.4

-

9.2/3.5

5.1/2.8 1.9/0.8 2.2/0.7 7.2/5

Mean/SD
T1 *reactivity (%)

2nd Exercise

no.

Mean/SD
T1 *reactivity (%)

1st Exercise

Mean/SD

at high heart rates due to the shortened diastolic phase,
inducing reconstruction error. One potential solution is
to use advanced techniques, such as deep learning-based
algorithms, to improve reconstruction quality by learning
strong correlations among different T1 -weighted images
in the spatial–temporal dimension.37 Conversely, at a low
heart rate, available T1 -weighted images from both the
mid-diastolic and end-expiratory phases will be reduced,
impacting the robustness of T1 * fitting and T1 * precision
due to random noise. A potential solution is to increase
one or two Look-Locker experiments in every T1 * measurement.
In this study, we sought to use T1 *reactivity to quantify changes in myocardium tissue in response to external
provocation. T1 *reactivity was smaller than the actual T1
reactivity in simulations due to the non-linear relationship between T1 and T1 * in the Look-Locker signal model.
In this pilot exercise-stress study with five healthy subjects, the first scan after exercise had the highest mean
T1 * and corresponding T1 *reactivity . T1 * and its corresponding T1 *reactivity also gradually decreased post-exercise, but
all remained larger than the T1 * of rest scans, which may
provide insight into how myocardial tissue responds and
recovers after stress. Although several heart-rate insensitive T1 mapping sequences, such as SASHA,38 ShMOLLI,39

1.5/1.3 -

and SAPPHIRE,40 are currently available, they have not
been optimized or evaluated for Ex-CMR. There is no
feasible T1 or T1 * sequence for Ex-CMR. Therefore, the
sensitivity of T1 *reactivity to changes in myocardial blood
volume in response to stress is hard to assess. Further studies with large cohorts are warranted to compare differences in T1 *reactivity between ischemic, scarred,
and healthy myocardium, with reference from standard
single-photon emission computed tomography/myocardial perfusion imaging.
T1 * by Looker-Lock with GRE readout is mainly influenced by the flip angle. Therefore, T1 * is sensitive to the
B1 and may vary over the myocardium due to B1+ inhomogeneity.29,41 In this study, both B1 and B0 shimming were
used to reduce the effects of field inhomogeneity. In the
future, a flip-angle map measured at rest may be helpful
to estimate the actual flip angle for both rest and stress.
Another alternative is to use a tailored inversion pulse.21
The estimated flip angle of the inversion pulse can be used
for B1 correction as adopted in a previous study.21 With B1
correction, myocardial T1 also can be calculated from the
measured T1 *.
The proposed sequence continuously acquires radial
data during each heartbeat. These data could potentially be used to simultaneously generate cine images for
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evaluating wall motion abnormality post-exercise.42 However, changes in contrast could pose a challenge for
quantification. Further studies are warranted to evaluate
the potential of extracting wall motion assessment data
from our sequence with comparison to standard real-time
imaging.
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Limitations

Several imaging parameters of free-running T1 * were
empirically selected, not optimized, including flip angle,
slice thickness, temporal and in-plane resolution, and
the number of measurements. Though our in-vivo
T1 -weighted images and T1 * measurement indicated that
LRS reconstruction could achieve high temporal fidelity
and image quality, a comprehensive study for optimizing LRS parameters was not performed. Further studies
are warranted to compare T1 *reactivity between the heart
and other stationary muscles in exercise-stress MR to
study the impact of respiratory motion. In this pilot study,
exercise-stress research was only performed on five subjects, demonstrating the feasibility to detect changes in
T1 * in response to external provocation. Further studies are warranted to investigate whether the proposed
sequence can identify ischemic myocardium. We only
used a single phase from data collected over the entire
cardiac cycle to create T1 * maps. Data from other cardiac
phases could potentially be used to increase SNR; however, doing so requires robust motion correction which
was not investigated. Further studies are warranted to
investigate whether the proposed sequence can identify
ischemic myocardium.
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CO N C LUSION S

We developed and evaluated a free-running T1 * mapping
sequence for measuring myocardial T1 *reactivity in response
to physiological stress. T1 * from the proposed sequence
was heart rate insensitive. Further studies are needed to
evaluate differences in T1 *reactivity between healthy and
ischemic myocardium.
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Table S1 Phantom T1 and T2 by spin echo, and T1 * measured by the proposed Free-running T1 *.
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T1 * measurements of septum from mid-ventricular slice in
Ex-CMR.
Figure S1. Processing of the mid-diastole and expiration
motion detection.
Figure S2. Left-ventricle T1 * from all healthy volunteers
(N = 9). For each slice, box and whisker plots show the
median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and ranges for all ten
measurements.
Figure S3. Septum T1 * measured from the base, mid, and
apical slices in all healthy volunteers (N = 9). For each
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subject, ten measurements are shown. Box and whisker
plots show the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles, and
ranges for all measurements.
Figure S4. Mean and standard deviation of left-ventricle
T1 * of three slices from all patients (N = 13). Ten measurements for each slice are shown as box and whisker
plots with the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and
range.
Figure S5. Mean and standard deviation of septum T1 *
for three slices across all patients (N = 13). Ten measurements of each slice are shown as Box and whisker
plots with the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and
range.
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